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QUESTION: 162
An integration developer is developing two modules, Module A and Module B. Module
A is successfully tested. A new version of Flat File Adapter with added features has
been released. These features are required by Module B. Without disturbing Module A
how can the integration developer organize the deployment of Module A and Module B
so that Module B is able to use the new version of the Flat File Adapter?
A. A Module A and Module B should use the stand-alone deployment option of the new
version of Flat File Adapter.
B. Module A and Module B should use different SCA versions of the library containing
respectively the business objects generated by the current version and new version of
Flat File Adapter.
C. Module A should use the embedded deployment option of the current version of Flat
File Adapter and Module B should use the embedded deployment option of the new
version of Flat File Adapter.
D. Module A should use the stand-alone deployment option of the current version of
Flat File Adapter and Module B should use the stand-alone deployment option of the
new version of Flat File Adapter.
Answer: A
QUESTION: 163
An integration developer wants to copy a part of the mediation flow into a subflow to
make it a reusable artifact. Which of the following nodes or mediation primitives can be
directly copied to the subflow?
A. Input
B. Callout
C. Input Response
D. Custom Mediation
Answer: A
Reference:
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/esbsoa/wesbv7r5m1/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.wb
it.h elp.medprim.doc%2Ftopics%2Frwesb_Subflowmediationprimitive.html
QUESTION: 164
An integration developer is developing a mediation flow component using dynamic
routing capabilities. The integration developer uses an Endpoint Lookup primitive. The

match policy selected is "Return first matching endpoint and set routing target". If the
registry query returns matches, which of the following represents the behaviour of the
Endpoint Lookup primitive?
A. The alternate targets list in the SMO body is cleared.
B. The alternate targets list in the SMO header is cleared.
C. The lookup field in the SMO header is populated with the returned endpoint
D. The <SOAPAddress> tag in the SMO header is updated with the returned endpoint.
Answer: B
QUESTION: 165
Interface requirements for a new integration system specify that interfaces must be
compliant with Web Services Interoperability (WS-I) standards. Furthermore, some of
the interfaces have overloaded operations. Which of the following binding styles is
appropriate?
A. Document literal non-wrapped
B. Document literal wrapped
C. Document non-literal
D. Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
Answer: A
QUESTION: 166
An integration developer is creating a test configuration using the integration test client
(ITC). Which of the following statements are applicable to the test configuration?
A. Test configuration is used to control a unit test.
B. Test bucket can be customized for a specific test case.
C. Test bucket configuration is used to customize and control a component test.
D. The integration developer can create only one test bucket configuration.
E. The integration developer can save one open test configuration per test configuration.
Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 167
An integration developer would like to preserve the breakpoints created during the
debugging process. What action should the integration developer take?
A. Save the breakpoints with the SCA component.
B. Save the breakpoints with the component instance.
C. Export the breakpoints to the local file system.
D. Export the breakpoints to a project interchange file with the SCA component.
Answer: B
QUESTION: 168
An integration developer is working on implementing a custom mediation primitive. The
primitive is defined as having three output terminals, outTerminal1, outTerminal2, and
outTerminal3. In the code section, they implement the following piece of code.
outTerminal1.fire(smo); outTerminal2.fire(smo); outTerminal3.fire(smo); What will the
effect of adding this piece of code be?
A. A build error will occur in WebSphere Integration Developer
B. At runtime, only outTerminal1 will fire
C. At runtime, a MediationRuntimeException will be thrown
D. At runtime, outTerminal1 will fire first, then outTerminal2, then outTerminal3.
Answer: D
QUESTION: 169
An integration developer is designing a business object to support the creation and
update of purchase orders in a backend EIS. The backend EIS adapter requires a verb
property to indicate the action to take when the business object is received. Where is the
most appropriate place to define the verb property?
A. A business graph
B. A child business object
C. An interaction specification
D. The top-level business object
Answer: A

QUESTION: 170
During testing of an SCA component, an integration developer uses the administrative
console to select event points for monitoring using the Common Event Infrastructure
(CEI) server. Which service must be enabled to capture service component event
details?
A. Diagnostic Trace service
B. Diagnostic Logging service
C. Component Event Monitoring service
D. Common Base Event Browser service
Answer: D
QUESTION: 171
An integration developer wants to create a component that invokes a service and then
retrieves the response in the same transaction. Which invocation style should be used?
A. Synchronous one-way
B. Asynchronous one-way
C. Asynchronous with callback
D. Asynchronous deferred response
Answer: C
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